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AluSplash® is a low-maintenance material for the kitchen and bathroom. To keep the backpanel beautiful, proper use and 
regular cleaning is necessary. Below are some maintenance tips!

MAINTENANCEADVICE

AluSplash® rear walls and wall panels are available through Dekker Zevenhuizen BV, Postbus 11, 2760 AA Zevenhuizen 
For warranty conditions, visit www.dekkerzevenhuizen.com/warranty 

Matt Max
Matt Max tbv Essenza and matt colors is suitable 
for daily maintenance
This maintenance kit (Item No. 290148) includes 
Matt Protector and instructions for use. 
You can order this maintenance product online: 
www.dekkerzevenhuizen.com/shop

Vuplex
Vuplex tbv high gloss colors is suitable for daily 
maintenance.
This maintenance set (art.no. 290147) contains 
a High Gloss Protector, a microfiber cloth and in-
structions for use. You can order this care product 
online: www.dekkerzevenhuizen.com/shop

More information!
Want more information and cleaning tips or read about special offers from professional cleaners? 
Then visit: www.dekkerzevenhuizen.com/maintenance

To keep the backpanel beautiful over the years, we recom-
mend the following:
>Avoid using and/or striking metal or sharp objects (such as 

knives, pans, cans and other utensils) against the coated 
surface as this may cause scratches and/or dents. This is 
no reason for reclamation.

>Do not clean the backpanel while it is still hot. Wait with 
this until it has cooled down to room temperature.

>With a gas cooktop, make sure the flame does not come 
out from under the pan.

For daily cleaning, you can wipe the surface with a clo-
th using mild, non-abrasive cleaning agents (such as, for 
example, a soak of green Dreft). Always dry thoroughly 
with a clean cloth; this will absorb any soap, dirt and water 
residues. 

Periodic maintenance
For periodic maintenance, maintain the surface with Vuplex 
(for high-gloss colors) or Matt Max (for Essenza and matte 
colors). This ensures that dirt remains easy to remove and 
that possible scratches become less visible. Use a microfiber 
cloth for this.

Attention:
>Never use harsh cleaners such as baking soda, paint 

stripper, brush, metal and oven cleaners, chlorine, sink 
de-stoppers or other chemicals.

>Never use hard abrasives such as a scouring pad/steel 
wool/sandpaper/diamond (damage the surface).

USE MAINTANANCE
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